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TOO EASYTOO EASY
In "Too Easy," you express a strong sense of ambition and
confidence. Can you share the personal experiences or
mindset that influenced the creation of such empowering
lyrics?
I woke up one day and had a small little payment
from distribution, that payment was dwarfed by
what I received on my own platforms. I also had a
client coming to record music and got paid for that
as well as designing cover art. I woke up with one
amount and before I even stepped out of the house
for lunch I had already doubled that money. All
without clocking into a 9-5. And transparently
speaking when I work for myself I earn more money
by the hour. I don’t mind the grind, but a money
flow is better. I remember just telling myself I
wanna get paid every day Fuck Bi-weekly. 

That bi-weekly shit can be a great resource but it
can very rarely break financial barriers. That’s by
design tho by the powers at be. But don’t get me
started.
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ABAB
Ride WIth MeRide WIth Me

Could you tell me What inspired RIDE WITH ME? It seems like
there had to be a ton of real Life circumstances occurring?
Ride with Me was honestly kind of a lazy song for me. I
wasn’t really in the mood to record at the time, just wasn’t
inspired. Out of that feeling, I came up with the hook “ I hate
when I feel this way” and the song kind of came together
from there.

Ride with Me was honestly kind of a lazy song for me. I
wasn’t really in the mood to record at the time, just wasn’t
inspired. Out of that feeling, I came up with the hook “ I hate
when I feel this way” and the song kind of came together
from there.

Congratulations as well on your new partnership. As I see
that you are now an affiliate with the BIG O and the awesome
likes of King Khalil. Could you tell me what that’s been like
for you so far ?

The Big ⭕  has been amazing. The whole
group is so supportive and amazing talents.
Everybody has different strengths and we
all up lift each other. It’s a family dynamic
in music i felt before but this experience is
heightened. It feels next level.

The Big ⭕  has been amazing. The whole
group is so supportive and amazing talents.
Everybody has different strengths and we
all up lift each other. It’s a family dynamic
in music i felt before but this experience is
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ABAB
@THEONYLYAB

Ride WIth MeRide WIth Me
I also find you to be incredibly unique in your delivery but
What do you think sets your music apart from others in the
rap genre?

My music sets me apart from others because I stay in my lane.
I’m patient with my music and I make sure I feel what I put
out. Every song has a story and every bar is facts! I like to
pop my shit in a way that is so saucy, it’s undeniable. Minimal
metaphors and punch lines but more focus on flow and word
play.
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BRAZYBRAZY
@1UPBRAZY@1UPBRAZY

TRYNA GET RICHTRYNA GET RICH
BIGGER UPBIGGER UP

How do you stay creative and inspired when facing
challenges in your artistic journey?

Just really sticking to myself knowing I got
a mission I can’t fail this is all I got left
Just really sticking to myself knowing I got
a mission I can’t fail this is all I got left

How Would You describe Your NEW AGE
sound ?

I describe myself in any type of rap by
feelings if I feel savage ima rap about
something rage if I’m sad I’m rapping
about my pain but my goal is to match
my energy thru my music so people
will understand me

I describe myself in any type of rap by
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GRZZGRZZ
@crzegrzz

STUPID MONEY SMART MOVESSTUPID MONEY SMART MOVES
Who are your musical inspirations ? What influences your
music most? 
While riding around with my father I was listening to
artists like Nas , Damian Marley , Lupe Fiasco and
Blackstars . While with my mom I listened to artists
like Wayne , Eve , Ashanti , SWV , Monica and Destiny’s
Child. Those 2 lists of artists don’t even tell half of
the story as I grew up in households that influenced a
very versatile music taste. If you name an artist I can
probably say I know a fair amount of their
discography. 

Growing up in an era that constantly had channels
playing music videos gave me a chance to figure out
what I personally liked as well. In a nutshell good
music is what inspired me . Good music is very
subjective so I can be drawn to music by lyrics ,
instrumentals , flows or even how it sounds sonically
. I am a fan of the current music and appreciate the
evolution of hip hop being as though the genre is only
about 50 years old. The idea of one being able to
express through sounds is inspiring to me and it’s
beautiful how free music can make you feel.
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My advice to aspiring artist would be to create
without boundaries . Putting yourself in a box
hinders your creative process . Also it’s important
ti allow yourself to be inspired because nothing
really new , we just create our own version of
things and mix and match things we’ve loved
throughout our lives . Being a creator can be
overwhelming and it takes a lot of courage . It can
be nerve wracking to take your creations and put
them into the world for anyone to judge. Always
make music for yourself first but don’t be afraid of
opinions because everyone has them and that’s ok .
Never do it for the views … do it because you love it .
If you get 50 views , like or positive impressions ,
imagine if 50 people stood in front of you and said
“wow I love what you’re doing!.” All in all
appreciate your art and smile about the love that
you do get instead of the love that you don’t 
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GRZZGRZZ
@crzegrzz

STUPID MONEY SMART MOVESSTUPID MONEY SMART MOVES
What advice would you give to aspiring artists who
are trying to find their unique sound?
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CHRIS
ROYALE
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ROYALE

@Chrisroyale215
BackBack

I’ve seen you live and I’ve listened to your catalog
and I must say you have to be one of the most diverse
artist out right now. I don’t believe there’s any
style or genre you can’t do. How did you go about
evolving your style since the start of your music
career?

 How do you balance experimenting with new
sounds while maintaining a cohesive identity
in your music?

I grew up listening to wide ranges of music
that caught my ear and captivated my
imagination so I decided to create based on
what I feel rather than whatever style the
world may cater to. 

I grew up listening to wide ranges of music
that caught my ear and captivated my
imagination so I decided to create based on
what I feel rather than whatever style the
world may cater to. 

I treat my sound like the clothes I wear. I have
a wide range of outfits, but no one can put
those outfits together and rock them like me.
That’s my identity maintenance personified.

I treat my sound like the clothes I wear. I have
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That’s my identity maintenance personified.
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SHONTAY
@Mickshontay

Light A CandleLight A Candle
What role do you think social and cultural issues
play in your music?
What role do you think social and cultural issues
play in your music?

As a musician, I draw from my own life
experiences, especially growing up as a black
kid in North Philly in the early 2000s. In my
song, I talk about living in an abandoned house
("bando") where things were … crazy to say the
least. The hook "We was living in a bando, The
lights off, light a candle, Setting fire like
some vandals" symbolizes the chaotic
environment I grew up in, including two fires
that happened there—one on purpose and one
by accident. Despite the situations i’ve lived
through, the line "lights off, light a candle"
shows finding strength and hope even in the
darkest situations. My lyrics aim to show the
challenges faced by people like me while also
sharing a message of resilience.

As a musician, I draw from my own life
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song, I talk about living in an abandoned house
("bando") where things were … crazy to say the
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lights off, light a candle, Setting fire like
some vandals" symbolizes the chaotic
environment I grew up in, including two fires
that happened there—one on purpose and one
by accident. Despite the situations i’ve lived
through, the line "lights off, light a candle"
shows finding strength and hope even in the
darkest situations. My lyrics aim to show the
challenges faced by people like me while also
sharing a message of resilience.
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@Mickshontay

Light A CandleLight A Candle
Light a Candle is a hard hitting invitation to your life and
story. We all appreciate the transparency in your art.
What message are you hoping strikes most in this record?

Thank you. Despite the hardships and challenges
depicted in “Light a Candle”, I want listeners to
feel empowered by the message of perseverance
and finding light in the darkness. Ultimately, I
hope that my music resonates with others who
may have faced similar struggles and inspires
them to keep pushing forward, no matter the
obstacles they encounter.

Thank you. Despite the hardships and challenges
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@Mickshontay

Light A CandleLight A Candle
Are there specific topics or causes you are
particularly passionate about?
I am particularly focused on advocating for mental, physical,
and emotional health support for young people facing
adversity. Growing up in challenging environments, like I did,
can have a profound impact on the mental and emotional well-
being of youth. I am dedicated to promoting access to
resources and services that address the mental health needs
of young people, including counseling, therapy, and support
groups, as part of holistic youth development. In my song
"Light a Candle," I paint a raw picture of the struggles faced by
youth growing up in adversity, like poverty, family
challenges, and exposure to violence and addiction.
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can have a profound impact on the mental and emotional well-
being of youth. I am dedicated to promoting access to
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Light A CandleLight A Candle
The line "Granny got me in church even though I told
her I didn’t wanna go. We been 3 days in a row, She
was really tryna save my soul, Cause we was living in
a bando" adds depth to this narrative, illustrating
the efforts of caregivers like my great-grandmother
to provide guidance and hope amidst the chaos.
Despite resistance, Granny's persistence in trying to
save my soul speaks to the importance of spiritual
and emotional support in times of adversity. By
advocating for overall health support and
comprehensive youth development initiatives, I aim
to empower young people facing similar
circumstances to overcome their challenges, build
resilience, and find hope in the darkest of times.
Through my music, I strive to raise awareness about
the importance of addressing mental health needs
and inspire positive change in the lives of
marginalized youth.
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All InAll In

Usually when i go about it I just look for beats. Im
big on finding the perfect sound to match the
direction i wanna go. I might spend hours looking
for the right sound sometimes. It’ll be times im
lookin for a certain vibe and i might find a
completely different one by accident and start
brainstorming on two different ones. Once I find a
sound i like i immediately start the writing
process, I never been the freestyle type bull. It is
times where i do come up with random wordplay
with no beat and I’ll just start building on it until
i find beat that i like. Im a perfectionist too so if i
really like something i came up with I’ll sit on it
till i feel its perfected.

Usually when i go about it I just look for beats. Im
big on finding the perfect sound to match the
direction i wanna go. I might spend hours looking
for the right sound sometimes. It’ll be times im
lookin for a certain vibe and i might find a
completely different one by accident and start
brainstorming on two different ones. Once I find a
sound i like i immediately start the writing
process, I never been the freestyle type bull. It is
times where i do come up with random wordplay
with no beat and I’ll just start building on it until
i find beat that i like. Im a perfectionist too so if i
really like something i came up with I’ll sit on it
till i feel its perfected.

Can you share some details about your creative process
when making music? Do you start with lyrics first or do you
begin with trying to find the right instrumental 

@Dooski
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@Dooski
All InAll In

Do You Feel like being a perfectionist helps or hurts your
craft?

What are the plans for the future , do you have
any upcoming projects or releases planned ?

Nothing planned for the immediate future but I
do got some sh*t ready, I still got some to record
so I’ll have the perfect mix to release a perfect
product. You never know with me tho, sometimes
me and my guy Los get in a bag where he might
record something for me and we’ll hear it and
vibe and drop that shit right away.

Nothing planned for the immediate future but I
do got some sh*t ready, I still got some to record
so I’ll have the perfect mix to release a perfect
product. You never know with me tho, sometimes
me and my guy Los get in a bag where he might
record something for me and we’ll hear it and
vibe and drop that shit right away.

I think it could hurt and help foreal foreal. It definitely
can get u caught up thinking and prolonging whatever
you doing. On the flip side, i can't tell u how many times I
went back and fixed some stuff or made minor tweaks and
made a song or project that much better. Its like that
double edged sword but if you facilitate it right being a
perfectionist can pay off.
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Time 2 Run Time 2 Run 
Is there a specific message or emotion you hope the
audience takes away from your music?

The most important message I want my
audience to take away from my music is to
keep on going. Never give up no matter what,
life will throw you many curve balls. Some
days will be good some days will be great,
and some days will be hard. You won’t always
get what you want but God has already given
everything we need. Keep getting up no
matter how many times you fail. Keep
pursuing your dreams and goals. Growth is
important to success. And always keep your
relationship with Got. With him all things
are possible.

The most important message I want my
audience to take away from my music is to
keep on going. Never give up no matter what,
life will throw you many curve balls. Some
days will be good some days will be great,
and some days will be hard. You won’t always
get what you want but God has already given
everything we need. Keep getting up no
matter how many times you fail. Keep
pursuing your dreams and goals. Growth is
important to success. And always keep your
relationship with Got. With him all things
are possible.

@HoyBlanks
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FREDDY
HOYBLANKS 

Time 2 Run Time 2 Run 
What do you want people to know most about you as an
artist? 

I want people to know that I’m just like you. I
came from a two-bedroom apartment in
Brooklyn, NY. At one time we had 11 family
members living with us. I’m no different than
the average man. My mother taught me to
love God. She also always told me anything I
put my mind to I can achieve, anything you see
me doing came from hard work and
perseverance. I loved music so I worked at my
craft until I was able to make a living out of
it. I followed my heart, this is the reason I
am who I am today.
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What motivated me most was my
upbringing. Most of my family are
musicians. I play drums also. Growing up
so close to music always pushed me to
want to incorporate Live instruments. I
love the way the instruments sound
when I’m creating. I don’t think it has
much to do with the trends of today, it’s
just something that’s a part of me. It was
easy for me to embrace live instruments
and add it to my music.
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so close to music always pushed me to
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love the way the instruments sound
when I’m creating. I don’t think it has
much to do with the trends of today, it’s
just something that’s a part of me. It was
easy for me to embrace live instruments
and add it to my music.

FREDDY
HOYBLANKS 

FREDDY
HOYBLANKS 

Time 2 Run Time 2 Run 
What motivated you to embrace live renditions of
your music, especially considering the
widespread trend of live performances often
relying on the original studio recording in
today’s music landscape?

@HoyBlanks
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Take the time to follow and support these amazing
artists. A little bit of love goes a long way. 
-The Phoenix


